


  Supplementing the unique Chainings Bypass Filtration product, are  
      custom designed oil, hydrostatic and coolant Level Gauges for      
         particular use in the Rail Industry. 
   These Gauges off high visibility background and a floating ball to    
   offer clarity offer fluid levels within system reservoirs moreover          
   traditional types of sight glass products. 
     Whether on hydraulic, transmission, insulating, coolant system           
          reservoirs or on engine oil sumps, the Chainings gauges are         
   compatible with most fluids found on rail traction with design        
       consideration to fluid operating temperatures,            
      viscosities and pressures. 
        Recent designs have included Engine Oil Level  
        gauges with a Dip-Stick and internal                
        cleaning mechanism included. These are to  be  
        found on most over hauled Cummins R-Series and 
        DMU engines operating within the UK. 
           What ever requirement for improved  
         visibility of fluid levels, Chainings has 
          the experience to design,             
          manufacture and supply level gauges 
          to suit specific customer                  
          requirements.  





Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high  

visibility label. Used on 

many different              

applications. Chainings 

robust designed gauge can 

hold up to 10 bar of     

pressure.    
 
Centres are 381mm  



Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high  

visibility label. Used on 

many different              

applications. Chainings 

robust designed gauge can 

hold up to 10 bar of     

pressure.    
 
Centres are 254mm 

 

 

 



Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high  

visibility label. Used on 

many different              

applications. Chainings 

robust designed gauge can 

hold up to 10 bar of     

pressure.    
 
Centres are 76mm 



Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high   
visibility label. Used on 

many different applications. 

Chainings robust designed 

gauge can hold up to 10 bar 

of  pressure.    
 
Centres are 127mm 

 

 

 



CPCPCPCP----Level127M10Level127M10Level127M10Level127M10    
Fluid level gauge supplied with M10 

fixings, metallic floating ball and 

high   
visibility label. 
Used on many different applications. 

Chainings robust designed gauge can 

hold up to 10 bar of  pressure.    
 
Centres are 127mm 

 

 

 



Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high  

visibility label. Used on 

many different             

application. Can hold 0.5 

bar of pressure. 
 
Centres are 76mm 

  

Other Identification: 15/12309 



Other Identification: 15/10567 

Hydrostatic level gauge 

supplied with a metallic 

floating ball and high  

visibility label. Used on 

many different             

application. Can hold 0.5 

bar of pressure. 
 
Centres are 127mm 

 



 Engine Oil Level Gauge 

which is supplied with  

through drilling on the   

bottom bolt. While the top 

bolt is blank with a vented 

top fitting. 
 
 Centres are 152mm. 

 
 
 

Other Identification: 15/12316, DRC0132 



Other Identification: CAP0059-C 

 Engine Oil Level Gauge 

which is supplied with 

supplied high visibility 

background label.       

Supplied with through 

drilling on both bolts. 
 
Centres are 152mm. 
 



Other Identification: CAP0496-C 

 Engine Oil Level Gauge 

which is supplied with 

supplied high visibility 

background label. Also 

supplied with through 

drilling on top and bottom 

bolts. Vented on the top 

fitting, comes with a 

blanking plug.  
 
Centres are 152mm. 
 



Level Gauge which is supplied 

with  through drilling. Superior 

interface sealing technology. 

M12  bolt 
 
 Centres are 152mm. 



Other Identification: CAP0060 - 152A CAP0059 - 152B 

 Engine oil gauge         

integrated “wipe clean” 

cleaning mechanism. 

An additional feature 

includes dipstick and 

customised markings for 

11 gallons and 9 gallon 

sumps. High visibility 

label included.  
 
Centres are 152mm. 

 
 



Adjustable centres from 

160mm to 172mm.     

Supplied with 1/4” Bsp 

fixing bolts. Bright    

yellow floating ball with 

high visibility           

background included.  
 

 

Other Identification: 15/076722 



Replacement for the 

traditional gauges used 

rail traction on Coolant 

systems. 300%        

increase in viewing 

area compared to exist-

ing gauge. Supplied 

with a bright yellow 

floating ball. 

Other Identification: 98/20978, 15/21080, 15/20866 



Engine oil level gauge 

used on Caterpillar     

engines (TW2006).     

Features aluminium     

floating ball, with a clear 

white background to  

improve visibility oil 

level.  

Other Identification: 200 444225 



Gearbox and Transmis-

sion application level 

gauge. Supplied with 

aluminium floating ball 

with a clear white back-

ground to improve visi-

bility oil level.  
 

 

Other Identification: MVR0325/1, 200 444225 



       Chainings Limited is an manufacturer of Bypass filtration products.  
 

      Chainings Filters are an environmental solution to protect oil and  
       fuel systems. Filters are designed to capture and retain particulate  
       and aqueous  contamination beyond the capabilities of other        
       filtration packages. Very small particles contribute to system        
       failure just as much as large particles for which "in line" filters are 
   designed to capture. Additionally, the presence of moisture             
  contributes to, and accelerates, the process of oil degradation   

           through bacterial growth, acid   formation and  
       sludge build up. 
           Chainings also produce Filtration Units which  
           are designed to clean a wide range of oils and  
           fluids including hydraulics, hydrostatic,  
           transmission, lubricating and transformer oils  
           as well as diesel fuels. 
              The units are fitted with the unique  
           Chainings filter, which will remove 
             water, acids, ethylene glycol and 
             all other aqueous contaminants. 
             The units can be custom de 

             signed to suit specific  
            requirements.  
         Please visit the website to see  
         Chainings wide range of products. 
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